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Red Rag Polish
best in it’s field - no bull!

A multi purpose silicone polish & protective
coating
What is Red Rag Polish?

A multi purpose silicone polish, which is anti-static and a
protective coating.

How does Red Rag Polish work?

Red Rag Polish is very rich in silicone, so that a fine mist
sprayed onto a variety of surfaces and polished with a soft
microfibre cloth or soft duster, will provide a bright gloss,
protection from stains and an anti-static surface.

Main features of Red Rag Polish
Rich in silicone
Creates an anti-static surface
Protects from stains
Pleasant odour

Areas of use

All plastic surfaces, wood not requiring a wax coating,
surfaces prone to dust that would benefit from an
anti-static coating, hard surfaces needing a bright gloss
finish, imitation leather etc.

Product Information

Always ensure that precautionary measures found in the
MSDS sheet for Red Rag Polish are read and followed
before use

Instructions for use

Shake before use. Spray a fine mist from approx. 20cm
from surface to be treated. After a few seconds, polish
with a microfibre cloth or soft duster. To prevent unwanted
spray onto some surfaces, spray onto cloth/duster and
apply as required, then polish with another cloth.
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